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Abstract
Background. This study aimed to comprehensively evaluate the clinical characteristics of COVID-19 in perinatal period, and systematically
assess the mother-to-child transmission potential of SARS-CoV-2
Methods. We retrospectively analyzed the data of 23 pregnant patients in late pregnancy. Clinical specimens, including maternal and
neonatal throat swabs, vaginal secretions, placenta tissues, and breast milk, were collected for the nucleic acid test of the virus. Pregnancy
outcomes and neonatal results were also analyzed.
Results. Overall, 10 patients (43.5%) had no symptoms and were found by routine chest CT. Complications appeared after COVID-19 onset
included PROM (17.4%) and fetal distress (4.3%). Typical signs of viral pneumonia were recorded in chest CT of all patients. No patients
developed severe pneumonia or died of COVID-19. All of 25 neonates were born alive. No severe asphyxia or neonatal death was observed.
Although three neonates were tested transiently suspected positive for SARS-CoV-2 after being transferred to neonatology department, no
newborns developed COVID-19. Out of various clinical specimens tested, only a rectal swab sample from one pregnant patient was tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2, while all the other specimens including rst sample of newborn throat swabs were negative. Pathological
examination found no obvious chorioamnionitis or clear virus inclusion body in placenta, and ACE2 (angiotension-converting enzyme 2) was
expressed at a moderate level.
Conclusions. As in the general population of COVID-19, asymptomatic patients were present in pregnant women. There is no con rmatory
evidence for mother-to-child transmission in COVID-19 patients with late pregnancy.

Background
The Corona Virus Disease 2019 COVID-19 cased by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SRAS-CoV-2) has become a
global pandemic. There have been over 3 million con rmed cases1 from all populations including women with pregnancy. As maternal
diseases could cause adverse effects on the fetus or newborn, whether SARS-CoV-2 can be transmitted from mother to child has become one
of the most concerned issues in the current pandemic. Our previous report has described the clinical characteristics of 9 pregnant women
with laboratory-con rmed COVID-19 and found no direct evidence for the existence of SARS-CoV-2 in amniotic uid, cord blood, and newborn
throat swab samples2. However, the de nition of mother-to-child transmission may also refer to the intrapartum transmission, which can be
resulted from the contact of newborn with virus-contaminated maternal birth canal during vaginal delivery, as well as the postpartum
transmission that can be caused by breastfeeding and intimate contact with infected mothers. Prior studies including ours lacked data from
vaginal secretions and placenta specimens. Additionally, two recent reports on ACE2 (angiotension-converting enzyme 2) receptor expression
in placental samples from COVID-19 patients drew inconsistent conclusions3,4. Therefore, more comprehensive and systematic studies
would be necessary to re-evaluate this important issue and determine the possibility of mother-to-child transmission of SARS-CoV-2. In the
current study, we further analyzed the clinical characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 patients with pregnancy using an expanded cohort of 23 cases,
all of whom were in their third trimester. Notably, we systematically collected various types of clinical specimens potentially relevant to
mother-to-child transmission, including vaginal secretions, rectal swabs, and breast milk, in addition to other specimens essential for
estimating vertical transmission, such as amniotic uid, cord blood, placenta, and newborn throat swab samples that were collected
immediately after birth. The presence of SARS-CoV-2 in these clinical specimens was determined using the nucleic acid test. Findings from
this study updated our understanding of potential vertical transmission in pregnancy and provided clinical guidance to the perinatal
treatment of the SARS-CoV-2 infected pregnant women, especially for the delivery protection and the neonatal care.

Methods
Study design and participants
This is a single center study from Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University, which was a designated medical institution for pregnant patients
with COVID-19. The clinical data of 23 patients with laboratory con rmed SARS-CoV-2 infection were analyzed retrospectively. The patients
were hospitalized in the Department of Obstetrics from February 6 to March 5, 2020 and were followed up until March 16, 2020(a median
follow-up of 31 days). The diagnosis of COVID-19 was based on the “Diagnosis and Treatment Program of Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia
New Coronavirus” (Trial Version 7) published by the National Health Commission of China5. Suspected cases with positive SARS-CoV-2
nucleic acid or SARS-CoV-2-IgM/IgG were de ned as con rmed cases. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of
Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University (approval No. 2020031). Written consent was obtained from each patient.
The data was obtained from the electronic medical record system and was veri ed through direct communication with the patients and their
attending doctors. Two trained researchers (XY and JG) veri ed the data accuracy using a designed data collection form independently.
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Clinical specimens were processed according to an updated protocol from our prior study2. Brie y, maternal throat swab samples were
collected immediately after admission. Rectal and vaginal secretion samples of the mothers were gathered before delivery. Amniotic uid
samples were abstained by direct syringe aspiration before rupture of fetal membrane during cesarean section, or at arti cial rupture during
vaginal delivery. Cord blood samples were extracted after clamping the umbilical cord. The throat swabs and rectal samples of newborns
were collected in the operating room or delivery room immediately after birth. Two placenta tissue samples were obtained from each patient.
One was xed with 10% neutral formaldehyde for 24 hours and then embedded in para n. The other was frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at - 80℃. Additionally, breast milk samples from the mothers were collected after their lactation by extrusion.
RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2
All samples were processed in accordance with the WHO guidelines6. Laboratory test of SARS-CoV-2 in maternal and neonatal throat swabs
were conducted by the Department of Clinical laboratory, Zhongnan Hospital using the kit recommended by China Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (BioGerm, Shanghai, China). Positive results were determined when the two tested targets of SARS-CoV-2 (Nucleoprotein
gene, ORF1ab) were detected at the same time. Suspected results were those when only one target was positive, or there was ampli cation
reaction when the test result was under the detection limit. Serological detection was also completed by the Department of Clinical
Laboratory using colloidal gold Kit (Neo Nostics Bioengineering Co., Suzhou, China). Other clinical specimens were detected by the State Key
Laboratory of Virology/Institute of Medical Virology, School of Basic Medical Sciences, Wuhan University through nested RT-PCR with
designed primers. The rst neonatal throat swab samples, which were obtained in the operating room or delivery room, were also tested for
the viral nucleic acids by nested RT-PCR. The details of experiments were as follows: Trizol LS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to
extract the total RNA from the samples, and then one-step RT-PCR Kit (Takara, Dalian, China) was applied for reverse transcription. Primers
were designed based on the reported SARS-CoV-2 sequence (Wuhan-Hu-1, MN908947), in order to amplify partial s-segment sequence
(nt21730-22458). The speci c primers used here were 5 '- CTCAGGACTTGTTCTTACCTT -3', 5 '- CAAGTGCACAGTCTACAGC -3 '.
Immunohistochemistry for ACE2
The immunohistochemistry of ACE2 was performed as previously described7. Brie y, 4-mm thick sections of formalin- xed/para nembedded specimens were depara nized and rehydrated according to standard protocols. Sections were blocked with rabbit serum and
incubated with antibodies against ACE2 (OriGene Technologies, Rockville, Maryland, USA). Antigens were visualized by the streptavidinbiotin-peroxidase complex method. Immunostaining was evaluated by two pathologists without knowledge of a patient’s clinical
information. Extent of immunostaining was graded on the basis of the percentage of cells displaying staining. The number of staining cells
less than 10% was considered as “low level”, while 10%-50% and >50% were considered as “moderate” and “high level”, respectively.
Statistical analysis
The SPSS 20.0 software was used for statistical analysis. The classi cation variables were expressed as percentage (%) and compared by
the χ2 test or Fisher exact test. If a continuous variable was in normal distribution, it was expressed as mean value and standard deviation
(SD) and compared with the Student’s t-test. If a continuous variable was not normally distributed, it was represented as median and
interquartile ranges (IQR) and compared using the Mann-Whitney U test.

Results
Clinical characteristics of pregnant women with COVID-19
The median age of enrolled patients was 30 years (IQR, 30-32; range, 27-38 years) (Table 1). All of the patients resided in Wuhan. However, 13
of them (56.5%) did not recall a history of exposure except their experience of visiting hospitals or local supermarkets. One case (4.3%)
showed familial aggregation. They were all in late pregnancy at admission, and their median gestational weeks (GWS) was 38+5 weeks (IQR,
37+6-39+4; range, 31+6-41+2 weeks). Among the 23 patients, 21 had full-term pregnancy. Of the two patients who did not reach full-term
pregnancy, one case was complicated with sever preeclampsia at 32 GWS. Another case with twin pregnancy hospitalized in emergency due
to placental abruption at 31+6 GWS. In addition, there were 18 (78.3%) cases who had pregnancy complications (Table 1), the most common
of which were pregnancy-induced hypertension (5 cases, 21.7%) and gestational diabetes (2 cases, 8.7%). Other complications, such as
PROM (4 cases, 17.4%) and fetal distress (1 case, 4.3%), which appeared after COVID-19 onset were also observed. In addition, 4 cases were
hepatitis virus carriers (4 cases, 17.4%).
Only 13 cases (56.5%) had typical symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection, of which 10 (43.5%) had fever and 6 (26.1%) presented cough. Ten
patients (43.5%) did not manifest any symptoms before admission. Their signs of infection were detected with routine CT, and then
con rmed by the nucleic acid test (Table 1). As shown in Table 1, there were 14 cases (60.9%) with normal leukocytes, 15 cases (65.2%) with
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increased neutrophils, and 5 cases (21.7%) with decreased lymphocytes. A small proportion of patients (22.7%) had elevated C-reactive
protein (CRP). Other abnormalities of laboratory examination included slight increase of alanine aminotransferase (ALT, 8.7%), aspartate
aminotransferase (AST, 13.0%), creatine kinase isoenzyme (2 case, 9.1%), and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, 4 cases, 18.2%). Interleukin 6
(IL6) was detected in 21 patients, and 9 of them (42.9%) showed IL-6 levels above the normal range. In addition, two (15.4%) of the 13
patients who received in uenza virus test had positive results. All patients underwent chest CT scan and showed typical signs of viral
pneumonia.
All cases were terminated pregnancy within 24 hours after admission. One case experienced vaginal delivery, while the other 22 cases
underwent cesarean section in negative pressure operating room. Among them, two patients had entered the active phase and been in trial
labor for 5 hours and 8 hours, respectively. They nally were subjected to cesarean sections because they were not able to tolerate wearing
masks any longer. Common antibiotics (cephalosporin) were routinely given to operative patients for two days. Then they were transferred to
the Department of Infectious Diseases or other designated hospitals for further treatment several days after delivery. Hormones were not
used during the period of hospitalization in the Department of Obstetrics. One case developed severe postpartum thrombocytopenia 12 hours
after operation with unknown causes and was relieved by intravenous administration of two doses of immunoglobulin (total dose 40g). As
of March 16, 2020 (a median follow-up of 31 days), no patients developed severe pneumonia, needed intensive care, or died of COVID-19.
Neonatal outcomes
A total of 25 (100%) neonates, including two pairs of twins, were born alive. Twenty-four newborns were transferred to the negative pressure
ward of the Department Neonatology for isolation and systematical evaluation. Only one case refused transfer, and that newborn was taken
home by his family. There was no severe asphyxia or neonatal death in all newborns. Even three preterm newborns had a 1-minute Apgar
score ≥7 and a 5-minute Apgar score≥8. One case was born prematurely at 32 GWS due to maternal severe preeclampsia. As of March 16,
2020, she still stayed in the Department of Neonatology in stable condition. Another pair of preterm twins was given birth through emergency
cesarean section because of placental abruption and was discharged without complications 29 days later.
The newborns received rst throat swab sampling in the operating room and the results were all negative for SARS-CoV-2. Then, the 24
cases, who were transferred to the Department of Neonatology, experienced more throat swab tests during observation. Two newborns
showed suspected results in the second or third SARS-CoV-2 test, which was performed several hours after birth (3 and 19 hours,
respectively), but then showed negative results for another three times on different dates. The results of the third newborn, who was one of
the premature twins, showed a similar pattern. Of his four times of SARS-CoV-2 tests, only the one performed 3 hours after birth was
suspected positive. In contrast, his twin sister had negative results in all four tests. All these suspected positive results could not be repeated
thereafter. Importantly, all the newborns were examined by chest X-ray, and no signs of pulmonary infection were found.
Mother-to-child transmission potential of SARS-CoV-2
The existence of SARS-CoV-2 in maternal vaginal secretions and rectal swabs was tested by RT-PCR before pregnancy termination. Out of all
samples tests, only a rectal swab sample from one pregnant patient showed a positive result, and all the other samples were negative for the
viral nucleic acids. Clinical samples, including amniotic uid, cord blood, placenta and newborn throat swabs were collected and processed
immediately after birth. Similar to our prior report2, no evidence for SARS-CoV-2’s nucleic acids was found in all of these samples from
mothers and newborns. In addition, no obvious chorioamnionitis or clear virus inclusion body was found in the histopathological section of
placenta (Fig. 1). The results of immunohistochemistry showed that ACE2 protein was expressed in placenta with low or moderate level (Fig.
2). Finally, breast milk was obtained postpartum, and no SARS-CoV-2 was detected by RT-PCR assay.

Discussion
So far, there have been no studies with a large sample size to convincingly summarize the clinical features of COVID-19 in pregnancy. Based
on the data of 9 cases, we demonstrated that pregnant patients with COVID-19 had the comparable symptoms as non-pregnant adults2. In
the current report, we described more comprehensively the clinical characteristics of COVID-19 patients with pregnancy with an expanded
patient cohort of 23 cases in their third trimester. Fever and cough were still the most common symptoms, consistent with our previous
ndings. However, nearly half of the patients manifested no typical symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Instead, they just showed abnormal
CT images (43.5%), which was the only clue for us to discover these asymptomatic infections. The results of laboratory examination were
also atypical. It was showed that 39.1% of the patients had increased leukocytes, 65.2% had increased neutrophils, and 21.7% had decreased
lymphocytes, showing some differences from what was reported by Chen et al8. Although the nucleic acid test is still used as the “gold
standard” for the diagnosis of COVID-19, it is not unusual that patient compliance and the way of sampling as well as storage of throat
swabs may lead to false negatives. Furthermore, there is a so-called "window period" for the detection of virus serology, which can be
affected by the differences of individual immune response and other factors. In contrast, chest CT showed a better sensitivity than nucleic
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acid test in the early detection of SARS-CoV-2 infection9. Thus, we suggested that CT should be included in routine screening for pregnant
women requiring hospitalization, as the safety of chest CT in pregnancy has been veri ed10. Moreover, in order to avoid the adverse
consequences of patients with asymptomatic infection, it is necessary to adopt the highest level of protective measures for emergency
patients who did not complete the screening in time.
Mother-to-child transmission, which is the most serious adverse effect for pregnant women with pathogen infection, can take place through
several channels. With regard to vertical transmission, various viruses behave differently. Before the discovery of SARS-CoV-2, six
coronaviruses were known to infect human beings, four of which, including HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, HCoV-NL63, as well as HCoV-HKU1,
usually showed common cold symptoms and could be transmitted vertically11. On the contrary, there is no evidence to support the vertical
transmission of SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV12-14. Our previous study demonstrated no evidence for the existence of SARS-CoV-2 in amniotic
uid, cord blood and newborn throat swabs by RT-PCR2. Similar results have been reported in subsequent studies independently15. However,
limited samples were reported so far, and the data with placenta was still inadequate and controversial. Here, in addition to the negative
results of SARS-CoV-2 in cord blood, amniotic uid and newborn throat swab samples from 23 cases, we also demonstrated that no viral
nucleic acids could be detected in placenta tissue, which provided stronger evidence for the absence of vertical transmission. The damage of
placenta structure is also the reason for adverse pregnancy outcomes. In the current study, no virus inclusion bodies were found in placenta,
and no obvious destruction of placenta structure were observed.
In the context of the WHO's efforts to promote vaginal delivery16, it is of great signi cance to clarify whether SARS-CoV-2 can transmit to the
newborn through vagina during delivery. However, it is not appropriate to expose the newborn and medical staff in an environment that may
cause infection for a long time, in the case of without knowing the risk of intrapartum transmission. Because COVID-19 is a severe respiratory
infectious disease, and trial labor is a time-consuming and energy consuming dynamic process with variable outcomes, pregnant women
may open their masks to breathe because of oxygen consumption, or cry out for pain, both of which can result in generation of viral aerosols.
Two cases in this study chose caesarean just because they were not able to tolerate wearing masks anymore. To give a preliminary risk
assessment about intrapartum transmission of SARS-CoV-2, we detected the samples of vaginal secretions for SARS-CoV-2and obtained
negative results from all cases. This provided us more supporting evidence that neonates would not be infected during delivery due to the
contacts with maternal birth canal. What's more, the newborn who was born through vaginal delivery had no signs of any SARS-CoV-2
infection. Thus, vaginal delivery should be taken into account, at least for those patients who have entered the stage of labor and can end the
labor in a short time, because the risk of pathogens entering the fetus due to uterine contraction no longer can be eliminated. The prerequisite
of vaginal trial is to strictly protect the area around the birth canal. After all, there have been studies in which the existence of virus from feces
was detected17,18. Our study also showed a case with SARS-CoV-2 positive in her perianal secretion sample. In the process of delivery,
protecting the birth canal from contamination, avoiding invasive operation, clamping the umbilical cord quickly and separating the newborn
from maternal surrounding environment as soon as possible, may help to reduce the risk of newborn's exposure to virus and the possibility of
infection.
Since the lack of evidence of vertical transmission and intrapartum transmission, we should put our focus of neonatal protection on
postpartum transmission. However, during the process of early neonatal care after umbilical cord clamping, there was no protective measure
for newborn. Besides that, because the newborns of infected mother were de ned as suspected cases, they should be transferred through the
patient channel. Although the total transit time was only a few hours, the possibility of exposure to the virus could not be completely ruled
out. Recently, there have been reports about cases of neonatal infection, but they did not clarify the transport process after birth and the time
of samples collection, so it is not appropriate to infer that these newborns were infected through vertical transmission. It has been
recommended that, in the study of mother-to-child transmission, samples of placenta, amniotic uid, cord blood and nasopharynx swabs
should be taken for detection immediately after delivery in sterile environment. Only if we get the necessary samples correctly and carry out
standard detection, can the scienti c evidence be obtained. In other word, the positive nasopharynx swab results of newborns with transport
experience do not indicate that the virus was obtained from their mothers. In this study, SARS-CoV-2 tests in several newborns were negative
at birth, but positive after being transported to neonatal department for several hours. However, this positive result could not be repeated in
the next few days. This may because these newborns were exposed to a small amount of virus during transport, or the results were false
positive. Special neonatal transport system should be designed and used for newborns of COVID-19 patients.
The transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 through breast milk is another issue of widespread concern of health practitioners and policy makers. If
breastfeeding is wrongly discouraged, years of public health efforts to promote breastfeeding could be lost. Conversely, if breastfeeding is
wrongly encouraged, many infants could be put at risk. For instance, Ebola virus has been found in the breast milk of mothers in acute and
convalescent phases of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) as well as in asymptomatic mothers19. Thus, breastfeeding should not be suggested in
women with EVD. Consistent with our previous results, SARS-CoV-2 was not detected in the breast milk of infected women. However, other
factors such as sucking of the newborn should also be taken into account for breastfeeding. Maternal saliva, respiratory droplets and even
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aerosols may cause neonatal infection. Taken together, we would like to advise mothers with SARS-CoV-2 infection to squeeze milk into
sterile containers under protection, and the infants should be fed by healthy family members. Direct breastfeeding in COVID-19 patients
should be opposed.
We acknowledge that the signi cance of this study is limited by several factors. First of all, none of the enrolled patients had been infected
by SARS-CoV-2 for a long time and developed severe pneumonia before delivery. Thus, it could not rule out that the placental barrier of severe
ill patients with viremia might be destroyed due to in ammation as well as necrosis, and the virus may enter uterine cavity to cause fetal
infection. Secondly, the outcomes of infants from patients who were infected in the rst or second trimester of pregnancy remain unclear.
Thirdly, the risk of intrapartum infection should be assessed with more cases of vaginal delivery. Finally, the long-term prognosis of newborns
of COVID-19 patients is not known and a systematic follow-up is needed.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the clinical characteristics of pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection were atypical. More importantly, there were fair
number of asymptomatic infections. Thus, a routine screening, consisting of chest CT, nucleic acid and serological test, was recommended
to be carried out in women hospitalized for labor to prevent nosocomial infection. Neither evidence for vertical transmission nor for
intrapartum transmission were found in COVID-19 patients with late pregnancy. Measures, such as protecting the birth canal from
contamination, are helpful to avoid intrapartum transmission. Meanwhile, strict protection in the transport process is the most important
aspect in preventing postpartum transmission. In addition, the absence of SARS-CoV-2 in breast milk provide a support for indirect feeding.
The highlights of this study were systematically evaluated the risks of mother-to-child transmission of SARS-CoV-2 with the largest sample
size so far. Considering the current epidemic of COVID-19 in the world, although the signi cance of our work is limited by sample size and
prospective method, we think that our ndings provide valuable basis for making perinatal treatment guidelines in COVID-19 patients.
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Tables
Table 1: Baseline Characteristics Clinical Characteristics and Treatment of Patients Infected With SARS-CoV-2
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Total (N = 23)
Clinical characteristics
Age, median (IQR), years

30(30-32)

Gestational age on admission, median (IQR), weeks

38+5(37+6-39+4)

Epidemiological history

19(82.6)

Onset of symptom to delivery, median (IQR), days

4(0-15.5)

Complications

18(78.3)

Antenatal infection symptoms

13(56.5)

Fever

10(43.5)

Cough

6(26.1)

Diagnosis of suspected cases
SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid positive

10(43.5)

SARS-CoV-2-IgM/IgG positive

13(56.5)

Laboratory Findings
Low or normal leukocytes ( 9.5×10 /L)

14(60.9)

Neutrophilia ( 6.3×10 /L)

15(65.2)

Lymphopenia ( 1.1×10 /L 1)

5(21.7)

Elevated C-reactive protein ( 10 mg/L)

5/22(22.7)

Elevated interleukin 6 ( 0-7 pg/ml)

9/21(42.9)

Elevated alanine aminotransferase ( 45 U/L)

2(8.7)

Elevated aspartate aminotransferase ( 35 U/L)

3(13.0)

Elevated creatine kinase–MB ( 0-25 ng/ml)

2/22(9.1)

Elevated lactate dehydrogenase ( 243 U/L)

4/22(18.2)

In uenza infection

2/13(15.4)

Chest Computed Tomographic results
Unilateral pneumonia

7(30.4)

Bilateral pneumonia

16(69.6)

Method of delivery
Caesarean section

22(95.7)

Vaginal delivery

1(4.3)

Clinical outcomes
Clinical cure

23(100)

Length of hospital stay, median (IQR), days

5(4-7)

Table 2: Baseline Characteristics Clinical Characteristics and Treatment of the Newborns
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Newborns (N = 25)
Clinical characteristics
Gestational age at delivery, median (IQR), weeks

38+6(37+6-39+4)

Sex
Female

13(52)

Male

12(48)

Premature delivery

3(12)

Character of amniotic uid
Clear

15(60)

Bloody amniotic uid

2(8)

Stained amniotic uid (I°- III°)

8(32)

Birthweight, median (IQR), g

2920(2735-3150)

Neonatal asphyxia

1(4)

Fever

0

Laboratory Findings
SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid positive at birth

0

SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid suspected positive after birth

3/24(12.5)

Chest x-ray evidence of pneumonia

0/24

Clinical outcomes
Clinical cure

23/24 (95.8)

Length of hospital stay, median (IQR), days

8 (7-9)

Figures

Figure 1
Pathological results of placenta in Patients Infected With SARS-CoV-2(×200).

Figure 2
Immunohistochemistry of ACE2 (arrows) on placenta in Patients Infected With SARS-CoV-2(×200).
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